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Source delay, the time a packet experiences in its source node, serves as a fundamental
quantity for delay performance analysis in networks. However, the source delay perfor-
mance in highly dynamic mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is still largely unknown by
now. This paper studies the source delay in MANETs based on a general packet dispatching
scheme with dispatch limit f (PD-f for short), where a same packet will be dispatched out
up to f times by its source node such that packet dispatching process can be flexibly
controlled through a proper setting of f. We first apply the Quasi-Birth-and-Death (QBD)
theory to develop a theoretical framework to capture the complex packet dispatching
process in PD-f MANETs. With the help of the theoretical framework, we then derive the
cumulative distribution function as well as mean and variance of the source delay in such
networks. Finally, extensive simulation and theoretical results are provided to validate our
source delay analysis and illustrate how source delay in MANETs is related to network
parameters.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) represent a class of
self-configuring and infrastructureless networks with
mobile nodes. As MANETs can be rapidly deployed, recon-
figured and extended at low cost, they are highly appealing
for a lot of critical applications, like disaster relief, emer-
gency rescue, battle field communications, environment
monitoring, etc. [1,2]. To facilitate the application of
MANETs in providing delay guaranteed services in above
applications, understanding the delay performance of
these networks is of fundamental importance [3,4].
Source delay, the time a packet experiences in its source
node, is an indispensable behavior in any network. Since
the source delay is a delay quantity common to all MAN-
ETs, it serves as a fundamental quantity for delay perfor-
mance analysis in MANETs. For MANETs where a packet
is transmitted only once by its source node (through either
unicast [5,6] or broadcast [7]), the source delay actually
serves as a practical lower bound for and thus constitutes
an essential part of overall delay in those networks. The
source delay is also an indicator of packet lifetime, i.e.,
the maximum time a packet could stay in a network; in
particular, it lower bounds the lifetime of a packet and thus
serves as a crucial performance metric for MANETs with
packet lifetime constraint.

Despite much research activity on delay performance
analysis in MANETs (see Section 6 for related works), the
source delay performance of such networks is still largely
unknown by now. The source delay analysis in highly
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dynamic MANETs is challenging, since it involves not only
complex network dynamics like node mobility, but also
issues related to medium contention, interference, packet
generating and packet dispatching. This paper is devoted
to a thorough study on the source delay in MANETs under
the practical scenario of limited buffer size and also a
general packet dispatching scheme with dispatch limit f
(PD-f for short). With the PD-f scheme, a same packet will
be dispatched out up to f times by its source node such that
packet dispatching process can be flexibly controlled
through a proper setting of f. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows.

� We first apply the Quasi-Birth-and-Death (QBD) theory
to develop a theoretical framework to capture the com-
plex packet dispatching process in a PD-f MANET. The
theoretical framework is powerful in the sense it
enables complex network dynamics to be incorporated
into source delay analysis, like node mobility, medium
contention, interference, packet transmitting and
packet generating processes.
� With the help of the theoretical framework, we then

derive the cumulative distribution function (CDF) as
well as mean and variance of the source delay in the
considered MANET. By setting f ¼ 1 in a PD-f MANET,
the corresponding source delay actually serves as a
lower bound for overall delay.
� Extensive simulation results are provided to validate

our theoretical framework and the source delay models.
Based on the theoretical source delay models, we fur-
ther demonstrate how source delay in MANETs is
related to network parameters, such as packet dispatch
limit, buffer size and packet dispatch probability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces preliminaries involved in this source delay
study. A QBD based theoretical framework is developed
to model the source delay in Section 3. We derive in
Fig. 1. An example of a cell partitione
Section 4 the CDF as well as mean and variance of the
source delay. Simulation/numerical studies and the corre-
sponding discussions are provided in Section 5. Finally,
we introduce related works regarding delay performance
analysis in MANETs in Section 6 and conclude the paper
in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the basic system models,
the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol and the packet
dispatching scheme involved in this study.

2.1. System models

2.1.1. Network model and mobility model
We consider a time slotted torus MANET of unit area.

Similar to previous works, we assume that the network
area is evenly partitioned into m�m cells as shown in
Fig. 1a [8–11]. There are n mobile nodes in the network
and they randomly move around following the Indepen-
dent and Identically Distributed (IID) mobility model
[6,12,13]. According to the IID mobility model, each node
first moves into a randomly and uniformly selected cell
at the beginning of a time slot and then stays in that cell
during the whole time slot.

2.1.2. Communication model
We assume that all nodes transmit data through one

common wireless channel, and each node (say S in
Fig. 1a) employs the same transmission range r ¼

ffiffiffi
8
p

=m
to cover 9 cells, including S’s current cell and its 8 neighbor-
ing cells. To account for mutual interference and interrup-
tion among concurrent transmissions, the commonly used
protocol model is adopted [10,12,14,15]. According to the
protocol model, node i could successfully transmit to
another node j if and only if dij 6 r and for another simulta-
neously transmitting node k – i; j; dkj P ð1þ DÞ � r, where
d MANET with a MAC protocol.
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dij denotes the Euclidean distance between node i and node
j and D P 0 is the guard factor to prevent interference. In a
time slot, the data that can be transmitted during a success-
ful transmission is normalized to one packet.

2.1.3. Traffic model
We consider the widely adopted permutation traffic

model [10,12,13], where there are n distinct traffic flows
in the network. Under such traffic model, each node acts
as the source of one traffic flow and at the same time the
destination of another traffic flow. The packet generating
process in each source node is assumed to be a Bernoulli
process, where a packet is generated by its source node
with probability k in a time slot [6]. We assume that each
source node has a first-come-first-serve queue (called
local-queue hereafter) with limited buffer size M > 0 to
store its locally generated packets. Each locally generated
packet in a source node will be inserted into the end of its
local-queue if the queue is not full, and dropped otherwise.

2.2. MAC protocol

We adopt a commonly used MAC protocol based on the
concept of Equivalent-Class to address wireless medium
access issue in MANETs [10–12,15]. As illustrated in
Fig. 1b that an Equivalent-Class (EC) consists of a group
of cells with any two of them being separated by a horizon-
tal and vertical distance of some integer multiple of
að1 6 a 6 mÞ cells. Under the EC-based MAC protocol
(MAC–EC), the whole network cells are divided into a2

ECs and ECs are then activated alternatively from time slot
to time slot. We call cells in an activated EC as active cells,
and only a node in an active cell could access the wireless
channel and do packet transmission. If there are multiple
nodes in an active cell, one of them is selected randomly
to have a fair access to wireless channel.

To avoid interference among concurrent transmissions
under the MAC–EC protocol, the parameter a should be
set properly. Suppose a node (say S in Fig. 1b) in an active
cell is transmitting to node R at the current time slot, and
another node W in one adjacent active cell is also transmit-
ting simultaneously. As required by the protocol model, the
distance dWR between W and R should satisfy the following
condition to guarantee successful transmission from S to R,

dWR P ð1þ DÞ � r: ð1Þ

Notice that dWR P ða� 2Þ=m, we have

ða� 2Þ=m P ð1þ DÞ � r: ð2Þ

Since a 6 m and r ¼
ffiffiffi
8
p

=m; a should be set as

a ¼min dð1þ DÞ
ffiffiffi
8
p
þ 2e;m

n o
; ð3Þ

where the function dxe returns the least integer value
greater than or equal to x.

Remark 1. Notice that for a time slot and an active cell, the
random selection of one node from multiple nodes to
access wireless channel can be implemented based on a
mechanism similar to DCF protocol [16,17]. At the begin-
ning of the time slot, each node in the active cell first
initiates a backoff timer with backoff period drawn
uniformly from ½0;CW � (CW represents the contention
window size), all nodes then begin to count down. The
node whose timer reaches 0 first broadcasts a message
claiming its access to the wireless channel, and all other
nodes in the same active cell, after overhearing the
broadcasted message, stop their timers and remain silent
in the time slot.
2.3. PD-f scheme

Once a node (say S) got access to the wireless channel in
a time slot, it then executes the PD-f scheme (f P 1) sum-
marized in Algorithm 1 for packets dispatch.

Remark 2. The PD-f scheme is general and covers many
widely used packet dispatching schemes as special cases,
like the ones without packet redundancy [5,6,8] when
f ¼ 1 and only unicast transmission is allowed, the ones
with controllable packet redundancy [12,16,18] when
f > 1 and only unicast transmission is allowed, and the
ones with uncontrollable packet redundancy [7,19] when
f P 1 and broadcast transmission is allowed.
Algorithm 1. PD-f scheme.

1: if S has packets in its local-queue then
2: S checks whether its destination D is within its

transmission range;
3: if D is within its transmission range then
4: S transmits the head-of-line (HoL) packet in its

local-queue to D;
{source–destination transmission}

5: S removes the HoL packet from its local-queue;
6: S moves ahead the remaining packets in its

local-queue;
7: else
8: With probability q (0 < q < 1), S dispatches the

HoL packet;
9: if S conducts packet dispatch then
10: S dispatches the HoL packet for one time;

{packet-dispatch transmission}
11: if S has already dispatched the HoL packet

for f times then
12: S removes the HoL packet from its local-

queue;
13: S moves ahead the remaining packets in

its local-queue;
14: end if
15: end if
16: end if
17: else
18: S remains idle;
19: end if
3. QBD-based theoretical framework

In this section, a QBD-based theoretical framework is
developed to capture the packet dispatching process in a



Fig. 2. State transitions from state ðl; jÞ of the local-queue.
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PD-f MANET. This framework will help us to analyze source
delay in Section 4.

3.1. QBD modeling

Due to the symmetry of source nodes, we only focus on
a source node S in our analysis. We adopt a two-tuple
XðtÞ ¼ ðLðtÞ; JðtÞÞ to define the state of the local-queue in
S at time slot t, where LðtÞ denotes the number of packets
in the local-queue at slot t and JðtÞ denotes the number
of packet dispatches that have been conducted for the
current head-of-line packet by slot t, here 0 6 LðtÞ 6
M;0 6 JðtÞ 6 f � 1 when 1 6 LðtÞ 6 M, and JðtÞ ¼ 0 when
LðtÞ ¼ 0.

Suppose that the local-queue in S is at state ðl; jÞ in the
current time slot, all the possible state transitions that may
happen at the next time slot are summarized in Fig. 2,
where

� I0ðtÞ is an indicator function, taking value of 1 if S con-
ducts source–destination transmission in the current
time slot, and taking value of 0 otherwise;
� I1ðtÞ is an indicator function, taking value of 1 if S con-

ducts packet-dispatch transmission in the current time
slot, and taking value of 0 otherwise;
� I2ðtÞ is an indicator function, taking value of 1 if S con-

ducts neither source–destination nor packet-dispatch
transmission in the current time slot, and taking value
of 0 otherwise;
� I3ðtÞ is an indicator function, taking value of 1 if S locally

generates a packet in the current time slot, and taking
value of 0 otherwise.

From Fig. 2 we can see that as time evolves, the state
transitions of the local-queue in S form a two-dimensional
QBD process [20]

fXðtÞ; t ¼ 0;1;2; . . .g; ð4Þ

on state space

fð0;0Þg [ fðl; jÞg; 1 6 l 6 M;0 6 j 6 f � 1f g: ð5Þ

Based on the transition scenarios in Fig. 2, the overall
transition diagram of above QBD process is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

Remark 3. The QBD framework is powerful in the sense it
enables main network dynamics to be captured, like the
dynamics involved in the packet generating process and
those involved in the source–destination and packet-
dispatch transmissions (i.e., node mobility, medium con-
tention, interference and packet transmitting).
3.2. Transition matrix and some basic results

As shown in Fig. 3 that there are in total 1þM � f two-
tuple states for the local-queue in S. To construct the tran-
sition matrix of the QBD process, we arrange all these
1þM � f states in a left-to-right and top-to-down way as
follows: fð0;0Þ; ð1;0Þ; ð1;1Þ; . . . ; ð1; f � 1Þ; ð2;0Þ; ð2;1Þ; . . . ;

ð2; f � 1Þ; . . . ; ðM;0Þ; . . . ; ðM; f � 1Þg. Under such state
arrangement, the corresponding state transition matrix P
of the QBD process can be determined as

P ¼

B1 B0

B2 A1 A0

A2
. .

. . .
.

. .
.

A1 A0

A2 AM

2
66666664

3
77777775
; ð6Þ

where the corresponding sub-matrices in matrix P are
defined as follows:

� B0: a matrix of size 1� f , denoting the transition prob-
abilities from ð0; 0Þ to ð1; jÞ;0 6 j 6 f � 1.
� B1: a matrix of size 1� 1, denoting the transition prob-

ability from ð0;0Þ to ð0;0Þ.



Fig. 3. State transition diagram for the QBD process of local-queue. For simplicity, only transitions from typical states ðl; jÞ are illustrated for 1 6 l 6 M,
while other transitions are the same as that shown in Fig. 2.
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� B2: a matrix of size f � 1, denoting the transition
probabilities from ð1; jÞ to ð0;0Þ;0 6 j 6 f � 1.
� A0: a matrix of size f � f , denoting the transition

probabilities from ðl; jÞ to ðlþ 1; j0Þ;1 6 l 6 M � 1;
0 6 j; j0 6 f � 1.
� A1: a matrix of size f � f , denoting the transition prob-

abilities from ðl; jÞ to ðl; j0Þ;1 6 l 6 M � 1;0 6 j; j0 6 f � 1.
� A2: a matrix of size f � f , denoting the transition prob-

abilities from ðl; jÞ to ðl� 1; j0Þ;2 6 l 6 M;0 6 j; j0 6 f � 1.
� AM: a matrix of size f � f , denoting the transition

probabilities from ðM; jÞ to ðM; j0Þ;0 6 j; j0 6 f � 1.

Some basic probabilities involved in the above sub-
matrices are summarized in the following Lemma.

Lemma 1. For a given time slot, let p0 be the probability that
S conducts a source–destination transmission, let p1 be the
probability that S conducts a packet-dispatch transmission,
and let p2 be the probability that S conducts neither
source–destination nor packet-dispatch transmission. Then,
we have

p0 ¼
1
a2

9n�m2

nðn� 1Þ �
m2 � 1

m2

� �n�1 8nþ 1�m2

nðn� 1Þ

( )
; ð7Þ

p1 ¼
qðm2 � 9Þ
a2ðn� 1Þ 1� m2 � 1

m2

� �n�1
( )

; ð8Þ

p2 ¼ 1� p0 � p1: ð9Þ
Proof. See Appendix A for the proof. h
4. Source delay analysis

Based on the QBD-based theoretical framework devel-
oped above, this section conducts analysis on the source
delay defined as follow.
Definition 1. In a PD-f MANET, the source delay U of a
packet is defined as the time the packet experiences in its
local-queue after it is inserted into the local-queue.

To analyze the source delay, we first examine the steady
state distribution of the local-queue, based on which we
then derive the CDF and mean/variance of the source delay.

4.1. State distribution of local-queue

We adopt a row vector p�x ¼ ½p�x;0 p�x;1 . . .p�x;M� of size
1þM � f to denote the steady state distribution of
the local-queue, here p�x;0 is a scalar value representing
the probability that the local-queue is in the state ð0;0Þ,
while p�x;l ¼ ðp�x;l;jÞ1�f

is a sub-vector with p�x;l;j being the
probability that the local queue is in state ðl; jÞ;1 6 l 6
M;0 6 j 6 f � 1.

For the analysis of source delay, we further define a row
vector p�X ¼ ½p�X;0 p�X;1 . . .p�X;M � of size 1þM � f to denote
the conditional steady state distribution of the local-queue
under the condition that a new packet has just been
inserted into the local-queue, here p�X;0 is a scalar value
representing the probability that the local-queue is in the
state ð0;0Þ under the above condition, while p�X;l ¼
ðp�X;l;jÞ1�f

is a sub-vector with p�X;l;j being the probability
that the local queue is in state ðl; jÞ under the above condi-
tion, 1 6 l 6 M;0 6 j 6 f � 1. Regarding the evaluation of
p�X, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2. In a PD-f MANET, its conditional steady local-
queue state distribution p�X is given by

p�X ¼
p�xP2

kp�xP11
; ð10Þ

where 1 is a column vector with all elements being 1. The
matrix P1 in (10) is determined based on (6) by setting the
corresponding sub-matrices as follows:
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For M ¼ 1,

B0 ¼ 0; ð11Þ
B1 ¼ ½1�; ð12Þ
B2 ¼ c; ð13Þ
AM ¼ 0: ð14Þ

For M P 2,

B0 ¼ 0; ð15Þ
B1 ¼ ½1�; ð16Þ
B2 ¼ c; ð17Þ
A0 ¼ 0; ð18Þ
A1 ¼ Q ; ð19Þ
A2 ¼ c � r; ð20Þ
AM ¼ 0: ð21Þ
where 0 is a matrix of proper size with all elements being 0,

c ¼ ½p0 . . . p0 p0 þ p1�
T
; ð22Þ

r ¼ ½1 0 . . . 0�; ð23Þ

Q ¼

p2 p1

p2 p1

. .
. . .

.

p2 p1

p2

2
66666664

3
77777775
: ð24Þ

The matrix P2 in (10) is also determined based on (6) by
setting the corresponding sub-matrices as follows:

For M ¼ 1,

B0 ¼ ½k 0 . . . 0�; ð25Þ
B1 ¼ ½0�; ð26Þ
B2 ¼ 0; ð27Þ
AM ¼ kc � r: ð28Þ

For M P 2,

B0 ¼ ½k 0 . . . 0�; ð29Þ
B1 ¼ ½0�; ð30Þ
B2 ¼ 0; ð31Þ
A0 ¼ kQ ; ð32Þ
A1 ¼ kc � r; ð33Þ
A2 ¼ 0; ð34Þ
AM ¼ kc � r: ð35Þ

Proof. See Appendix B for the proof. h

The result in (10) indicates that for the evaluation of p�X,
we still need to determine the steady state distribution p�x
of the local-queue.

Lemma 3. In a PD-f MANET, its steady state distribution p�x
of the local-queue is determined as follows:

For M ¼ 1,

p�x;0 ¼ p�x;0B1 þ p�x;1B2; ð36Þ
p�x;1 ¼ p�x;0B0 þ p�x;1AM; ð37Þ
p�x � 1 ¼ 1: ð38Þ
For M ¼ 2,

p�x;0 ¼ p�x;0B1 þ p�x;1B2; ð39Þ
p�x;1 ¼ p�x;0B0 þ p�x;1A1 þ p�x;2A2; ð40Þ
p�x;2 ¼ p�x;1A0 þ p�x;2AM; ð41Þ
p�x � 1 ¼ 1: ð42Þ

For M P 3,

½p�x;0;p�x;1� ¼ ½p�x;0;p�x;1�
B1 B0

B2 A1 þ RA2

� �
; ð43Þ

p�x;i ¼ p�x;1Ri�1; 2 6 i 6 M � 1; ð44Þ
p�x;M ¼ p�x;1RM�2RM; ð45Þ
p�x � 1 ¼ 1; ð46Þ

where

B0 ¼ ½k 0 . . . 0�; ð47Þ
B1 ¼ ½1� k�; ð48Þ
B2 ¼ ð1� kÞc; ð49Þ
A0 ¼ kQ ; ð50Þ
A1 ¼ ð1� kÞQ þ kc � r; ð51Þ
A2 ¼ ð1� kÞc � r; ð52Þ
AM ¼ A1 þ A0; ð53Þ

R ¼ A0½I� A1 � A0 � 1 � r��1
; ð54Þ

RM ¼ A0½I� AM��1
; ð55Þ

here c; r and Q are given in (22)–(24), respectively; I is an
identity matrix of size f � f , and 1 is a column vector of proper
size with all elements being 1.
Proof. See Appendix C for the proof. h
4.2. CDF, mean and variance of source delay

Based on the conditional steady state distribution p�X of
the local-queue, we are now ready to derive the CDF as
well as mean and variance of the source delay, as summa-
rized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. In a PD-f MANET, the probability mass function
PrfU ¼ ug, CDF PrfU 6 ug, mean U and variance r2

U of the
source delay U of a packet are given by

PrfU ¼ ug ¼ p�XTu�1cþ; u P 1; ð56Þ
PrfU 6 ug ¼ 1� p�XTu1; u P 0; ð57Þ

U ¼ p�XðI� TÞ�2cþ; ð58Þ

r2
U ¼ p�XðIþ TÞðI� TÞ�3cþ � U2; ð59Þ

where p�X ¼ ½p�X;1 p�X;2 . . .p�X;M � is a sub vector of p�X; cþ is a
column vector of size M � f and T is a matrix of size
ðM � f Þ � ðM � f Þ determined as follows:

For M ¼ 1,

cþ ¼ c; ð60Þ
T ¼ Q : ð61Þ
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For M P 2,

cþ ¼ ½c 0 . . . 0�T ; ð62Þ

T ¼

A1 A0

A2 A1 A0

. .
. . .

. . .
.

A2 A1 A0

A2 AM

2
66666664

3
77777775
; ð63Þ

where

A0 ¼ 0; ð64Þ
A1 ¼ Q ; ð65Þ
A2 ¼ c � r; ð66Þ
AM ¼ Q ; ð67Þ

here c; r and Q are given in (22)–(24), respectively, and 0 is a
matrix of proper size with all elements being 0.
Proof. See Appendix D for the proof. h
Remark 4. As a packet will be dispatched out by its source
node for at least one time, the source delay under f ¼ 1
actually serves as a lower bound for overall delay in PD-f
MANETs.
(a) U versus (λ,M)
5. Numerical results

In this section, we first provide simulation results to
validate the efficiency of our QBD-based theoretical frame-
work and source delay models, and then illustrate how
source delay in a PD-f MANET is related to network
parameters.

5.1. Source delay validation

To validate the theoretical framework and source delay
models, a customized C++ simulator was developed to sim-
ulate the packet generating and dispatching processes in
PD-f MANETs [21], in which network parameters, such as
the number of network nodes n, network partition param-
Fig. 4. The simulation and theoretical results on cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of source delay.
eter m, local-queue buffer size M, packet dispatch limit
f, packet dispatch probability q and packet generating
probability k, can be flexibly adjusted to simulate source
delay performance under various network scenarios. Based
on the simulator, extensive simulations have been con-
ducted to validate our QBD-based source delay models.
For three typical network scenarios of n ¼ 100 (small net-
work), n ¼ 200 (medium network) and n ¼ 400 (large net-
work) with m ¼ 8; M ¼ 7; f ¼ 2; q ¼ 0:4 and k ¼ 0:001,
the corresponding simulation/theoretical results on the
CDFs of source delay are summarized in Fig. 4.

We can see from Fig. 4 that for all three network scenar-
ios considered here, the theoretical results on the CDF of
source delay match nicely with the corresponding simu-
lated ones, indicating that our QBD-based theoretical
framework is highly efficient in modeling the source delay
behaviors of PD-f MANETs. We can also see from Fig. 4 that
the source delay in a small network (e.g. n ¼ 100 here) is
very likely smaller than that of a large network (e.g.
n ¼ 200 or n ¼ 400 here). This is because that for a given
network area and a fixed partition parameter m, as net-
(b) σU versus (λ,M)

Fig. 5. Source delay performance versus packet generating probability k
and local-queue buffer size M.
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work size in terms of n decreases the channel contention
becomes less severe and thus each source node has more
chances to conduct packet dispatch, leading to a shorter
source delay one packet experiences in its source node.

5.2. Source delay illustrations

With our QBD-based theoretical framework, we then
illustrate how source delay performance, in terms of its

mean U and standard deviation rU ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

U

q
, is related to

some main network parameters like packet generating
probability k, local-queue buffer size M, packet dispatch
limit f and packet dispatch probability q.

We first illustrate in Fig. 5 how U and rU vary with k
and M for a network scenario of n ¼ 200; m ¼ 16; q ¼
0:6 and f ¼ 3. We see from Fig. 5a that for any given
M; U first increases as k increases until k reaches some
threshold value and then U remains almost a constant as
k increases further beyond that threshold. On the other
hand, for a given k 2 ½0:0005;0:002�, as M increases U first
increases and then remains constant, while for a given
(a) U versus (q, f)

(b) σU versus (q, f)

Fig. 6. Source delay performance versus packet dispatch probability q
and packet dispatch limit f.
k 2 ½0:002;0:01�; U always increases as M increases.
Regarding the standard deviation rU of source delay, we
see from Fig. 5b that for given M, as k increases from
0.0005 to 0.01 rU first increases sharply to a peak value,
then decreases sharply, and finally converges to a constant.
It is interesting to see that the peak values of rU under dif-
ferent settings of M are all achieved at the same
k ¼ 0:0025. The results in Fig. 5b further indicate that for
fixed k, as M increases rU always first increases and then
gradually converges to a constant.

We then illustrate in Fig. 6 how U andrU vary with packet
dispatch parameters q and f under the network scenario of
n ¼ 300; m ¼ 16; M ¼ 7 and k ¼ 0:002. From Fig. 6a and b
we can see that although both U and rU always decrease
as q increases for a fixed f, their variations with q change dra-
matically with the setting of f. On the other hand, for a given
q 2 ½0:05;0:2�, as f increases both U and rU first increase and
then tend to a constant, while for a given q 2 ½0:2; ;1:0�, both
U and rU always monotonically increase as f increases.
6. Related works

A substantial amount of works have been devoted to
the study of delay performance in MANETs, which can be
roughly divided into partial delay study and overall delay
study.

6.1. Partial delay study

The available works on partial delay study in MANETs
mainly focus on the delivery delay analysis [12,18,22–27]
and local delay analysis [28–30], which constitutes only a
part of the overall packet delay.

The delivery delay, defined as the time it takes a packet
to reach its destination after its source starts to deliver it,
has been extensively studied in the literature. For sparse
MANETs without channel contentions, the Laplace–Stielt-
jes transform of delivery delay was studied in [25]; later,
by imposing lifetime constraints on packets, the cumula-
tive distribution function and n-th order moment of deliv-
ery delay were examined in [22,26]; the delivery delay was
also studied in [18,23,27] under different assumptions on
inter-meeting time among mobile nodes. For more general
MANETs with channel contentions, closed-form results on
mean and variance of delivery delay were recently
reported in [12]. Regarding the local delay, i.e. the time it
takes a node to successfully transmit a packet to its next-
hop receiver, it was reported in [28] that some MANETs
may suffer from a large and even infinite local delay. The
work [29] indicates that the power control serves as a very
efficient approach to ensuring a finite local delay in MAN-
ETs. It was further reported in [30] that by properly
exploiting node mobility in MANETs it is possible for us
to reduce local delay there.

6.2. Overall delay analysis

Overall delay (also called end-to-end delay), defined as
the time it takes a packet to reach its destination after it is
generated at its source, has also been extensively studied



Fig. B.7. Illustration for state transition from XðtÞ to Xðt þ 1Þ during time
slot ½t; t þ 1Þ.
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in the literature. For MANETs with two-hop relay routing,
closed-form upper bounds on expected overall delay were
derived in [6,16]. For MANETs with two-hop relay routing
and its variants, approximation results on expected overall
delay were presented in [13,31]. For MANETs with multi-
hop relay routing and simple linear network topology, ana-
lytic results on expected overall delay and algorithm for
computing expected overall delay were reported in
[32,33] when the source there has only one packet to be
transmitted to its destination; along this line, upper
bounds on the cumulative distribution function of overall
delay and approximations to Laplace–Stieltjes Transform
of overall delay were further explored in [34–36] when
the source has multiple packets to be transmitted to its
destination. For MANETs with multi-hop relay routing
and non-linear network topology, some initial results on
the approximation of expected overall delay can be found
in [37]. Rather than studying upper bounds and approxi-
mations on overall delay, some recent works explored
the exact overall delay and showed that it is possible to
derive the exact results on overall delay for MANETs under
some special two-hop relay routings [6,7].

7. Conclusion

This paper conducted a thorough study on the source
delay in MANETs, a new and fundamental delay metric for
such networks. A QBD-based theoretical framework was
developed to model the source delay behaviors under a gen-
eral packet dispatching scheme, based on which the cumu-
lative distribution function as well as the mean and variance
of source delay were derived. As validated through exten-
sive simulation results, our QBD-based framework is highly
efficient in modeling the source delay performance in MAN-
ETs. Numerical results were also provided to illustrate how
source delay is related to and thus can be controlled by some
key network parameters, like local-queue buffer size, packet
dispatch limit, and packet dispatch probability.

Notice that we studied the source delay in MANETs
under the independent and identically distributed mobility
model, an interesting future work is to extend our theoret-
ical model to analyze source delay for MANETs under other
popular mobility models, like the random walk and
random waypoint mobility models. Note also that the the-
oretical framework developed in this paper concerns only
source delay modeling, so another future research direc-
tion is to generalize our theoretical framework to model
the overall delay in MANETs.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1

The proof process is similar to that in [13,16]. We omit
the proof details here and just outline the main idea of the
proof. To derive the probability p0 (resp. p1), we first divide
the event that S conducts a source–destination transmis-
sion (resp. packet-dispatch transmission) in a time slot
into following sub-events: (1) S moves into an active cell
in the time slot according to the IID mobility model; (2) S
successfully accesses the wireless channel after fair con-
tention according to the MAC–EC protocol; (3) S selects
to conduct source–destination transmission (resp. packet-
dispatch transmission) according to the PD-f scheme. We
can then derive probability p0 (resp. p1) by combining the
probabilities of these sub-events.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2

To derive the conditional steady state distribution p�X of
the local-queue under the condition that a packet has just
been inserted into the queue, we first study its correspond-
ing transient state distribution pXðt þ 1Þ at time slot t þ 1.

Similar to the definition of p�X, we can see that the
ð2þ ðl� 1Þf þ jÞ-th entry of row vector pXðt þ 1Þ, denoted
by ½pXðt þ 1Þ�2þðl�1Þfþj here, corresponds to the probability
that the local-queue is in state Xðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞ in time slot
t þ 1 under the condition that a packet has just been
inserted into the local-queue in time slot t; 1 6 l 6
M; 0 6 j 6 f � 1. The basic state transition from XðtÞ to
Xðt þ 1Þ is illustrated in Fig. B.7, where I0ðtÞ through I3ðtÞ
are indicator functions defined in Section 3.1, and I4ðtÞ is
a new indicator function, taking value of 1 if the local-
queue is not full in time slot t (i.e. the local-queue is in
some state in fð0;0Þg [ fðl; jÞg; 1 6 l 6 M � 1; 0 6 j 6f
f � 1g), and taking value of 0 otherwise.

From Fig. B.7 we can see that ½pXðt þ 1Þ�2þðl�1Þfþj is eval-
uated as

½pXðt þ 1Þ�2þðl�1Þfþj ðB:1Þ
¼ PrfXðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞjI4ðtÞ ¼ 1; I3ðtÞ ¼ 1g ðB:2Þ

¼ PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1; I3ðtÞ ¼ 1;Xðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞg
PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1; I3ðtÞ ¼ 1g ðB:3Þ

¼ PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1; I3ðtÞ ¼ 1;Xðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞg
k � PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1g ; ðB:4Þ

where (B.4) follows because the packet generating process
is a Bernoulli process independent of the state of the local-
queue.

For the probability PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1g in (B.4), we have

PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1g ðB:5Þ
¼
X
ðl0 ;j0 Þ

PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1;XðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0Þg ðB:6Þ

¼
X
ðl0 ;j0 Þ

PrfXðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0ÞgPrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1jXðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0Þg ðB:7Þ

where PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1jXðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0Þg is actually the transition
probability from state XðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0Þ to states in
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fð0;0Þg[fðl; jÞg; 16 l6M�1; 06 j6 f �1f g. The matrix P1

of such transition probabilities can be determined based
on (6) by setting the corresponding sub-matrices according
to (11)–(21). With matrix P1 and (B.7), we have

PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1g ¼ pxðtÞ � P1 � 1; ðB:8Þ

where pxðtÞ ¼ ðpx;l;jðtÞÞ1�M�f with px;l;jðtÞ being the proba-
bility PrfXðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0Þg.

For the numerator of (B.4), we have

PrfI4ðtÞ¼1; I3ðtÞ¼1; Xðtþ1Þ¼ðl;jÞg ðB:9Þ
¼
X
ðl0 ;j0 Þ

PrfXðtÞ¼ðl0;j0Þ;I4ðtÞ¼1;I3ðtÞ¼1;Xðtþ1Þ¼ðl;jÞg ðB:10Þ

¼
X
ðl0 ;j0 Þ

PrfXðtÞ¼ðl0;j0Þg

�PrfI4ðtÞ¼1;I3ðtÞ¼1;Xðtþ1Þ¼ðl;jÞjXðtÞ¼ðl0;j0Þg; ðB:11Þ

where PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1; I3ðtÞ ¼ 1; Xðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞjXðtÞ ¼ ðl0; j0Þg
represents the transition probability from state XðtÞ ¼
ðl0; j0Þ to state Xðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞ, when events fI4ðtÞ ¼ 1g and
fI3ðtÞ ¼ 1g also happen simultaneously. The matrix P2 of
such transition probabilities is determined based on (6)
by setting the corresponding sub-matrices according to
(25)–(34). With matrix P2 and (B.11), we have

PrfI4ðtÞ ¼ 1; I3ðtÞ ¼ 1;Xðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðl; jÞg
¼ ½pxðtÞP2�2þðl�1Þfþj: ðB:12Þ

After substituting (B.8) and (B.12) into (B.4), we get

½pXðt þ 1Þ�2þðl�1Þfþj ¼
½pxðtÞP2�2þðl�1Þfþj

kpxðtÞP11
: ðB:13Þ

Thus, in vector form

pXðt þ 1Þ ¼ pxðtÞP2

kpxðtÞP11
: ðB:14Þ

Taking limits on both sides of (B.14), we get the steady
state distribution p�X as

p�X ¼ lim
t!1

pXðt þ 1Þ ðB:15Þ

¼ lim
t!1

pxðtÞP2

kpxðtÞP11
ðB:16Þ

¼ p�xP2

kp�xP11
; ðB:17Þ

where

p�x ¼ lim
t!1

pxðtÞ: ðB:18Þ

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 3

Recall that as time evolves, the state transitions of the
local-queue form a QBD process shown in Fig. 3. From
Fig. 3, we can see that the QBD process has finite states
and all states communicate with other states, so the
Markov chain is recurrent. We also see from Fig. 3 that
every state could transition to itself, indicating that the
Markov chain is aperiodic. Thus, the concerned QBD
process is an ergodic Markov chain and thus has a unique
limit state distribution p�x defined in (B.18).

Notice that p�x must satisfy the following equation

p�x ¼ p�xP0; ðC:1Þ

where P0 is the transition matrix of the QBD process, which
can be determined based on (6) by setting the correspond-
ing sub-matrices according to (47)–(53). In particular, for
M ¼ 1 and M ¼ 2, the transition matrix P0 is given by the
following (C.2) and (C.3), respectively.

P0 ¼
B1 B0

B2 AM

� �
; ðC:2Þ

P0 ¼
B1 B0

B2 A1 A0

A2 AM

2
64

3
75: ðC:3Þ

Thus, under the cases of M ¼ 1 and M ¼ 2, p�x could be eas-
ily calculated by Eqs. (36)–(42), respectively. Due to the
special structure of the matrix A2, which is the product of
a column vector c by a row vector r [20], p�x under the case
M P 3 could be calculated by Eqs. (43)–(46).

Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 1

Suppose that the local-queue is in some state according
to the steady state distribution p�X, then the source delay of
a packet (say Z) is independent of the packet generating
process after Z is inserted into the local-queue and is also
independent of the state transitions of the local-queue
after Z is removed from the local-queue. Such indepen-
dence makes it possible to construct a simplified QBD pro-
cess to study the source delay of packet Z, in which new
packets generated after packet Z are ignored, and once Z
is removed from the local-queue (or equivalently the
local-queue transits to state ð0;0Þ), the local-queue will
stay at state ð0;0Þ forever.

For the above simplified QBD process, its transition
matrix P3 can be determined based on (6) by setting the
corresponding sub-matrices as follows:

For M ¼ 1,

B0 ¼ 0; ðD:1Þ
B1 ¼ ½1�; ðD:2Þ
B2 ¼ c; ðD:3Þ
AM ¼ Q : ðD:4Þ

For M P 2,

B0 ¼ 0; ðD:5Þ
B1 ¼ ½1�; ðD:6Þ
B2 ¼ c; ðD:7Þ
A0 ¼ 0; ðD:8Þ
A1 ¼ Q ; ðD:9Þ
A2 ¼ c � r; ðD:10Þ
AM ¼ Q : ðD:11Þ

By rearranging P3 as
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P3 ¼
1 0
cþ T

� �
; ðD:12Þ

we can see that matrices cþ and T are determined as (60)–
(63). With matrices cþ, T and p�X, the probability mass
function (56) and CDF (57) of the source delay follow
directly from the theory of Phase-type distribution [20].

Based on the probability mass function (56), the mean U
of the source delay can be calculated by

U ¼
X1
u¼1

u � PrfU ¼ ug ¼
X1
u¼1

up�XTu�1cþ

¼ p�X
X1
u¼1

uTu�1

 !
cþ ðD:13Þ

Let

f ðTÞ ¼
X1
u¼1

uTu�1; ðD:14Þ

and use f ðxÞ to denote its corresponding numerical series

f ðxÞ ¼
X1
u¼1

uxu�1 ðD:15Þ

¼ ð1� xÞ�2
; for x < 1: ðD:16Þ

Since above simplified QBD process is actually an
absorbing Markov Chain with transition matrix P3, we
know from Theorem 11.3 in [38] that

lim
k!1

Tk ¼ 0: ðD:17Þ

Based on the property (D.17) and the Theorem 5.6.12 in
[39], we can see that the spectral radius qðTÞ of matrix T
satisfies following condition

qðTÞ < 1: ðD:18Þ

From (D.14), (D.16) and (D.18), it follows that the
matrix series f ðTÞ converge as

f ðTÞ ¼ lim
g!1

Xg

u¼1

uTu�1 ðD:19Þ

¼ ðI� TÞ�2 ðD:20Þ

After substituting (D.20) into (D.13) and (58) then
follows.

The derivation of the variance of source delay (59) could
be conducted in a similar way and thus is omitted here.
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